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Product Safety Data Sheet

Document
Code:

Versio
n:

3.0D0124475

Description: FIL,VEET,ALL Status: Published
Project
Name:

Silhouette Project
Numbe
r:

08074

Category: Hair Removal Segme
nt:

Cold Wax Strips
(Female)

Formula
Type:

FILL FORMULA

PSDS

1. PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION

Product Name

VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - NORMAL SKIN With Shea Butter (TDS 0117762)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - NORMAL/DRY SKIN With Aloe Vera (TDS 0124059)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - DRY SKIN With Aloe Vera (TDS 0124059)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - SENSITIVE SKIN With Vitamin E and Sweet Almond Oil (TDS 0124060)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - FOR MEN With Aloe Vera (TDS 0124059)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - FACE - NORMAL SKIN With Shea Butter - (TDS 0117762)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - FACE - SENSITIVE SKIN With Vitamin E and Sweet Almond Oil (TDS 0124060)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - UNDERARM/BIKINI - NORMAL SKIN With Shea Butter - (TDS 0117762)
VEET COLD WAX STRIPS - UNDERARM/BIKINI - SENSITIVE SKIN With Vitamin E and Sweet Almond Oil (TDS 0124060)
VEET PERFECT FINISH WIPES (TDS 0051009)

Product Type

Depilatory waxes

Variants

As above (product name)

Use

To remove unwanted body hair (wax) and wax residues (wipe)

Appearance

Skillet containing : cold wax strips + sachets with impregnated finishing wipe

0117762 - Normal Skin - Opaque pink colour with fruity fragrance
0124059 - Dry Skin - Opaque green colour with floral fragrance
0124060 - Sensitive Skin - Golden brown colour with gourmande fragrance

Supplier

Reckitt Benckiser FRANCE
98 route de Sours, BP 835
28011 CHARTRES CEDEX
Tel : +33 (0) 2 37 24 78 00
Fax : +33 (0)2 37 24 78 47

Reckitt Benckiser India Ltd
Enkay Centre, 2nd Floor Vanijya Nikunj
Udyog Vihar, Phase V

PSDS

VEET ® Cold Wax Strips for Face and Bikini 

UPC Code 
62200-77338 

Formula Number 
0124060

Validation Date 
December 22nd, 2009

0124060 - Sensitive Skin - Golden brown colour with gourmande

Reckitt Benckiser Inc 
399 Interpace Parkway 
Parsippany, NJ 07054

Emergency Contact 
1-800-228-4722 (U.S)
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Gurgaon 122016, Haryana
India
Tel: +91 (0)124 4098 100

Technical Services
Dr Phil Berry
RECKITT BENCKISER HEALTHCARE LTD
Dansom Lane, Hull. HU8  7DS
United Kingdom
Tel. : + 44 (0) 1482 326151
Fax +44 (0) 1482 582532

2. COMPOSITION

The product contains the following  components

The product contains the following  components :

Wax (Code 0117762) Normal:
Triethylene Glycol Rosinate, Glyceryl Rosinate, Silica, Parfum, BHA, Polyethylene, Paraffinum Liquidum, Butyrospermum Parkii Butter
(Shea Butter extract), CI 77891, CI 15850.

Wax (Code 0124059) Dry:
Triethylene Glycol Rosinate, Glyceryl Rosinate, Silica, Parfum, BHA, Polyethylene, Paraffinum Liquidum, Aloe Barbadensis leaf extract, CI
77891, CI 61565, CI 14700.

Wax (Code 0124060) Sensitive:
Triethylene Glycol Rosinate, Glyceryl Rosinate, Silica, Parfum, BHA, Polyethylene, Prunusamygdalus Dulcis (Sweet Almond) oil, Tocopheryl
Acetate.

Oil wipes(Code 0051009):
Paraffinum Liquidum, Hexyldecyl Stearate, Parfum, Isopropylparaben, Isobutylparaben, Butylparaben.

3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

This product possesses no known hazards to health if used in accordance with the directions for Use and Precautions provided on the pack
copy/enclosed leaflet (see section 15).

No effects known on humans from discontinuous short term exposure.

Referring to EEC directive 88/379, this product can be classified as not dangerous.

4. FIRST- AID MEASURES

Eye Contact

In case of contact with the product, seek medical advice

Skin Contact

In case of contact with product, remove using the finishing wipe included or by using cotton wool and oil

Inhalation

Not applicable

Ingestion

Wash mouth out with water. Do not induce vomiting. Seek medical advice.

5. FIRE- FIGHTING MEASURES

Specific Dangers

In case of fire, use self contained breathing apparatus.

Extinguisher Type

Use sprinkler, foam, powder extinguisher
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6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES

See also Sections 8 and 13

7. HANDLING AND  STORAGE

Handling

Handle the product in accordance with directions for use (see Section 16).

Storage

Keep in a cool, dry place, out of reach of children. Keep protected from sunlight.

8. EXPOSURE CONTROL AND PERSONAL PROTECTION

See also Section 7

Not considered as a dangerous matter.
To be used according to the instructions for use (see section 16).

9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

WAX - Normal - TDS 0117762:

Appearance

Gel wax

Opaque Pink layer of wax on white non woven strips

Odour

Fruity fragrance, with a characteristic background smell of rosin extracts

Viscosity

300 - 570 Pa.s (Viscosity at 35°C, 10s-1, Haake MARS, Plan-Plan 25mm, Gap 1mm)

WAX - Dry - TDS 0124059:

Appearance

Gel wax

Opaque Green layer of wax on white non woven strips

Odour

Floral fragrance, with a characteristic background smell of rosin extracts

Viscosity

300 - 570 Pa.s (Viscosity at 35°C, 10s-1, Haake MARS, Plan-Plan 25mm, Gap 1mm)

WAX - Sensitive - TDS 0124060:

Appearance

Gel wax

Golden brown layer of wax on white non woven strips

Odour

Gourmande fragrance, with a characteristic background smell of rosin extracts
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Viscosity

300 - 570 Pa.s (Viscosity at 35°C, 10s-1, Haake MARS, Plan-Plan 25mm, Gap 1mm)

WIPES

Appearance

Non woven wipes impregnated with a clear oily liquid in a blue sachet

Odour

Floral

Flash Point of Contents

Fragrance : flash point 100°C

10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

Conditions to Avoid

Temperature >60°C

Materials to Avoid

None

Hazardous Decomposition Products

No hazardous decomposition product known

The product is stable and unreactive under normal conditions of storage and use.

The shelf life of this product is greater than 30 months when stored as directed in section 7 and 10.

11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

This product possesses no known toxicological hazards when used as directed (section 16) and all precautions followed.

See also Section 2 and 3

12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

The product is not biodegradable. Can be recycled using suitable technologies. Does not contain as additive
compounds of lead, mercury, cadmium and chromium. It is not a water endangering material.

See also Sections 6,7,13 and 15

13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

Consumer Instructions:
Dispose of empty packaging with normal household waste

14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION

Not classified as hazardous for international transport by land, sea or air.
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National transport regulations may apply

Customs tarif: 33 07.90.00.0.00.9S

15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

The composition, packaging and labelling of this Cosmetic Product for supply in the EU is in accordance with
Council Directive 76/768/EEC of 27 July 1976 on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to
cosmetic products.

16. OTHER INFORMATION

This document complements the technical usage instructions but does not replace them. The information contained herein is based on our
best current technical knowledge of the product concerned, and is given in good faith. The attention of recipients is drawn to (amongst other
things) the element of risk consequent to use of the product for a purpose other than that for which it was intended.

In no way does this document remove the need of the recipient of the product to fully understand and apply statutory requirements. It is the
recipient's sole responsibility  to take due precautions relative to the use made of the product.

All information contained herein is included only to assist the recipient in fulfilling his or her statutory duty connected with the use of
hazardous materials.

This list of information must not be considered as exhaustive, and does not exonerate the recipient from taking other precautions described
in documents other than those mentioned, concerning the storage and use of the product, for which he or she remains the sole person
responsible.

Precautions:

PACK

4 STEPS TO BEAUTIFUL TOUCHABLY SMOOTH  LEGS.

1. Rub the wax strip between your hands to warm the wax.
2. Slowly peel the strips apart. Re-use each strip until it loses its grip.
3. Place a strip onto your skin and rub repeatedly in the direction your hair grows.
4. Immediately, pull the strip back on itself very quickly, against the direction your hair grows. Hold your skin taut to avoid discomfort.

Repeat in a consistent pattern. When you have finished remove any excess wax with a Veet® Perfect Finish wipe.
SEE LEAFLET INSIDE FOR MORE DETAILS

PRECAUTIONS: FOR LEGS
Designed for use on legs, arms, underarms & bikini line, but not suitable for use on the face, head, breast, perianal or genital areas or any
other body parts.
Don't use on varicose veins, moles, scars, or broken, irritated or sunburnt skin, or on skin that has reacted badly to waxes in the past.
If you're on medication that can affect the skin or if you have a skin related disorder, check with your doctor before waxing.
If you are elderly or diabetic, waxing is not suitable.
Before every use, TEST YOUR SKIN REACTION by applying the wax and a wipe to a small part of the area you wish to treat, following the
directions for use. If after 24 HOURS there is no adverse reaction, begin waxing.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
In case of ingestion, consult a doctor immediately. Make sure you have the outer pack to hand.
If you experience any stinging or tingling when waxing, remove the wax immediately with the wipes and rinse thoroughly with water. If this
sensation persists, seek medical advice.
Veet® is fine to use if you're pregnant but your skin may be more likely to bruise a little.

PRECAUTIONS: FOR FACE
Designed for use on face but not suitable for use on the legs, arms, underarms & bikini line, head, breast, perianal or genital areas or any
other body parts.
Don't use on varicose veins, moles, scars, or broken, irritated or sunburnt skin, or on skin that has reacted badly to waxes in the past.
If you're on medication that can affect the skin or if you have a skin related disorder, check with your doctor before waxing.
If you are elderly or diabetic, waxing is not suitable.
Before every use, TEST YOUR SKIN REACTION by applying the wax and a wipe to a small part of the area you wish to treat, following the
directions for use. If after 24 HOURS there is no adverse reaction, begin waxing.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
In case of ingestion, consult a doctor immediately. Make sure you have the outer pack to hand.
If you experience any stinging or tingling when waxing, remove the wax immediately with the wipes and rinse thoroughly with water. If this
sensation persists, seek medical advice.
Veet® is fine to use if you're pregnant but your skin may be more likely to bruise a little.

PRECAUTIONS: FOR UNDERARM AND BIKINI LINE
Designed for use on underarms & bikini line,  but not suitable for use on the legs, face, head, breast, perianal or genital areas or any other
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body parts.
Don't use on varicose veins, moles, scars, or broken, irritated or sunburnt skin, or on skin that has reacted badly to waxes in the past.
If you're on medication that can affect the skin or if you have a skin related disorder, check with your doctor before waxing.
If you are elderly or diabetic, waxing is not suitable.
Before every use, TEST YOUR SKIN REACTION by applying the wax and a wipe to a small part of the area you wish to treat, following the
directions for use. If after 24 HOURS there is no adverse reaction, begin waxing.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
In case of ingestion, consult a doctor immediately. Make sure you have the outer pack to hand.
If you experience any stinging or tingling when waxing, remove the wax immediately with the wipes and rinse thoroughly with water. If this
sensation persists, seek medical advice.
Veet® is fine to use if you're pregnant but your skin may be more likely to bruise a little.

LEAFLET

Easy Wax Strips

BEAUTICIAN'S ADVICE

Exfoliating 24 hours before waxing will help to improve results
Check your hair is past the "stubbly" stage. Veet® Wax strips work best on hair between 2mm and 5mm long. If the hair is longer trim it
before you wax to avoid discomfort.
Make sure your skin is dry, non-irritated and free of creams or oils.
Test your skin by waxing a small part of the area you want to wax then cleanse with the wipe. If there is no reaction after 24 hours, wax the
whole area.

4 STEPS TO BEAUTIFUL TOUCHABLY SMOOTH  LEGS.

1. Rub the wax strip between your hands for about 5 seconds to warm the wax.

Top tip:

If you are waxing for a special occasion, try not to do it the night before to avoid any tell-tale redness.

2. Slowly peel the strips apart. Re-use each strip until it loses its grip.
3. Place a strip onto your skin and rub repeatedly in the direction your hair grows. Then immediately
4. Very quickly, pull the strip back on itself against the direction your hair grows. The quicker the better! Hold your skin taut to avoid
discomfort.

Top tips when waxing:
Don't pull the wax strip outwards as this will only break the hairs.

Repeat in a consistent pattern so you don't miss any bits.

PERFECT FINISH For long lasting smoothness
When you have finished waxing, remove any excess wax with a Veet® Perfect Finish Wipe.

Did you know?
If you run out of Perfect Finish Wipes, you can use baby oil. Don't use water, soap or alcohol.

AFTER CARE

After waxing, your skin may be a bit red, this is perfectly normal. Rinsing with cool water will help to soothe the skin.
Don't scratch your skin as this might cause irritation. Instead try gently pressing your skin with your hand.
If a burning sensation persists, see your doctor.
Make sure you wait 24 hours before you sunbathe or use antiperspirant or anything perfumed on your waxed skin.
Store any remaining strips in a cool and dry place. If the strips get in contact with water, they won't work as well.

WAXING UNDERARMS AND BIKINI LINE

Your underarms and bikini line are particularly delicate. If you haven't waxed before, try the strips on your leg first.
Before you wax your underarms or bikini line, cut the strips into smaller pieces.
Now follow the 4 steps for fabulous results on the front page and include the additional advice below:
Your underarms and bikini line are delicate areas, so don't wax the same area twice in one session

Waxing Underarms
Put your hand behind your head and stretch your arm back. Your underarm hair grows in two directions make sure you wax this area in two
stages against the direction of hair growth.

Tip for underarms
Make sure your skin is dry and free from deodorants. Use talc to get rid of any moisture.

Waxing bikini line
Bend your leg outwards and hold your skin taut to avoid discomfort.

Tip for bikini line
If you suffer from ingrowing hair, we recommend you exfoliate regularly.
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PRECAUTIONS: LEGS and UNDERARM/BIKINI
Keep these wax strips out of reach of children.
In case of ingestion consult a doctor immediately. Make sure you have the outer pack to hand.
If you experience any smarting/tingling during use, remove the wax immediately with the wipes and rinse thoroughly with water. If this
sensation persists, seek medical advice.
Not suitable for use on the face, head, breast, perianal or genital areas.
Don t use on varicose veins, moles, scars, broken, irritated, sunburnt skin or on skin which has had an adverse reaction to waxes in the past.
If you re on any medication which can affect the skin or if you suffer any skin related disorders, check with your doctor before waxing.
If you are elderly or diabetic waxing is not suitable.
Veet ® is fine to use if you re pregnant but your skin may be more likely to bruise a little. (Optional).

PRECAUTIONS: FACE
Keep these wax strips out of reach of children.
In case of ingestion consult a doctor immediately. Make sure you have the outer pack to hand.
If you experience any smarting/tingling during use, remove the wax immediately with the wipes and rinse thoroughly with water. If this
sensation persists, seek medical advice.
Not suitable for use on the head, male beard area, centre brow, eyebrows, breast, perianal or genital areas or any other body parts.
Don t use on varicose veins, moles, scars, broken, irritated, sunburnt skin or on skin which has had an adverse reaction to waxes in the past.
If you re on any medication which can affect the skin or if you suffer any skin related disorders, check with your doctor before waxing.
If you are elderly or diabetic waxing is not suitable.
Veet ® is fine to use if you re pregnant but your skin may be more likely to bruise a little. (Optional).

Where Used

Customer Product Bill of Material Formulation Bill of Material
0265251 : VEET,CO,BANMIPRIMVEZMEX,12X6U
0256073 : VEET,CO,BANDPRIMVEZBRA
0250255 : VEET,IN,CWS-MIXED PK ALL 3VARS
0249917 : VEET,IN,CWS-DRY SKIN 72X08UN
0244751 : VEET,CA,SUP ESS WX STRP 6/18C
0244066 : VEET,CA,SEN WX STP 4/40CT
0234711 : VEET,IN,CWS DRY 72STRIPS
0232102 : VEET,IN,CWS SENS 72STRIPS
0232101 : VEET,IN,CWS NORMAL 72STRIPS
0231177 : VEET,CA,SENS WX 6/20CT MOV
0228057 : VEET,CO,MI PRIMERA VEZ
0215751 : VEET,MX,CWS DRY SKIN SILH
0215750 : VEET,MX,CWS SENST SKIN SILH
0215749 : VEET,MX,CWS NORM SKIN SILH
0215748 : VEET,MX,SILH BANDA FAC NOR
0193726 : VEET,IN,CWS-SENSITIVE,72×08UN
0193723 : VEET,IN,CWS-NORMAL,72×08UN
0185062 : VEET,CA,WX  FST TM SEN 6/16
0138681 : VEET,CA,FAC&BIK 6/20CT
0135406 : VEET,CA,SENS WX STRP 6/20C
0135405 : VEET,CA,6/12CT FACL STRIP
0052779 : VEET,AE,CLD WAX1X1900 WPS SAC

0124060 : FIL,VEET,SENSITIVE - VIT E
0124059 : FIL,VEET,DRY - ALOE VERA
0117762 : FIL,VEET,NORMAL - SHEA BUTTER

Where Used
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